Towards Community Meeting

- The agenda is progressing, discussion today

- Introduction (and maybe wrap-up) ~30-45 min.: Roman and Roberto (in consultation with Felix)

- **Sandwich calorimeters for particle flow ~2h:** Frank and Dave (both busy these days)
  - Change of title is proposal of R.P.
  - 2h session following discussion in CALICE
  - Another conclusion is that CALICE scintillator part should remain in this session, common integration aspects
  - “Forward calorimeter community” contacted but no reply so far
  - ALICE FOCAL (and follow up may be integrated in the latter talk)

- Liquid Noble Gas ~1h: Martin and Tommaso

- **Optical Calorimeters - Fibres and homogeneous blocks ~2h:** Etienne and Gabriella
  - Change of title is proposal of R.P.

- Agreement on skeleton agenda today !? => Reminders on community meeting could be sent out in the next days

- Speakers should also be contacted in the coming week
  - We should also consider rehearsals (at least bullet points) in the week before the community meeting
Currently 36 registrants to community meeting
Have to check how many on-site

Registration for DRD
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1213733/
142 people registered (we can now see the registered participants)
All of us do have management rights, please check!
e-group from indico?

Other business?
Towards DRD – Overall organisation

- Draft of proposal guidelines circulated
- Any feedback today?